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- The Swedish Public Employment Service
- The Swedish Social Insurance Agency
- The Swedish Agency for Youth and Civil Society
- National Agency for Education
- National Board of Health and Welfare
- Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions
- Communicare (NGO)
Areas of expertise

Target group – NEETs
Methods used
Structural hinders
NEETs

Susanne.zander@mucf.se
How many?
Not in employment or education

Total Population:

- Everyone registered in Sweden according to Statistics Sweden (about 1.2 million people 16–25 years old)

Not in employment or education = During one year:

- No study assistance or in registry for study participation,

- Not attended a Swedish for Immigrants course (more than 60h),

- Total income that exceeds one price base amount (approx 42 000 SEK = 6 800 USD = 4 700 EURO)

- Not commuted to Norway or Denmark
Youth not in employment or education out of everyone registered in Sweden. Percentage of population.
How many?

What happened from 2010 to 2011?

2010

16–25 yrs
120 100

2011

...employment or education 2011

16–25 yrs  41 %

...not employment or education 2011

16–25 år  56 %

16–19 yrs  73,8 %

20–25 yrs  62,9 %

... emigrated or deceased 2011
Youth not in employment or education 2000-2010. Percentage of population in the ages between 16 and 25.
Percentage still NEETs the following year, 16-25 yrs, 2000-2010
13 % (10 000 individuals) not study or work one single year 2000-2010. Who are they?

62%
More risk of permanently being NEETs

- For NEETs in the age group 16-19 yrs
- For female NEETs without children
- For NEETs with low educational background
- For almost all NEETs with foreign background
- For NEETs with social benefits or health benefits
Bakom Siffrorna/Behind the numbers

- Susan Niknami and Lena Schröder at Stockholm University
- Currently under translation

- New statistics later this year.
At temaunga.se

- NEETs statistics on local level
- English reports
- Almost all material in English
- Early school leaving the priority area for 2014
Thank you for the attention!
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